AUTOMOTIVE OEM PARTNERS WITH PEAK INNOVATIONS
ENGINEERING TO LAUNCH NEW WHEEL DESIGNS
ON-SITE TENSION MEASUREMENTS DURING DURABILITY TESTS PROVIDE CONFIDENCE IN SUITABILITY
AND SAFETY OF NEW WHEELS PRIOR TO RELEASE

CHALLENGE
Serving as the connection between a car and the road, the wheel to hub joint is arguably one of the most safety
critical in an automobile. Ensuring the joint is designed to achieve and maintain clamp load during operation is of
utmost importance. One automotive OEM wanted to quantify this performance to ensure confidence in releasing
new vehicle models and associated wheels.

SOLUTION
The OEM partnered with PEAK to develop a tension relaxation test method for the wheel-hub joint. It was
proposed to measure tension in the wheel to hub joint on an actual vehicle as it was subjected to use on durability
tracks at the OEM’s proving grounds, made possible with ultrasonic tension measurement technology. The OEM
provided hubs and wheel studs for PEAK to prepare for ultrasonic tension testing, which included grinding,
sensoring, and creating ultrasonic calibration files for the studs and pressing them into the hubs. The prepared
hubs were returned to the OEM for fitment on the test vehicle, and PEAK brought portable ultrasonic
measurement equipment to the OEM’s proving grounds. Stud tension was recorded after installation of the new
test wheels, and the vehicle was run on courses applying the various loads encountered during service. PEAK used
ultrasonic measurements to monitor stud tension throughout the durability tests.
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RESULTS
At the conclusion of testing, the tension results were processed by PEAK and a report was sent to the OEM. Based
on retained tension criteria, the OEM was able to gain confidence in their design prior to release through
quantifiable real-world data. Due to the value added, PEAK’s contribution to the wheel evaluation process has
become standard operating procedure for the OEM.

PEAK SERVICES PROVIDED
●

Ultrasonic bolt tension measurement

●

Tension relaxation testing with ultrasonics

●

On-site testing

●

Test method development
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